MINTING GUIDE
1. Setting up your Wallet
The MetaMask wallet can be installed on Google Chrome, Firefox, or the Brave Browser.
It’s also available on iOS and Android.
When setting up MetaMask it is critical that you follow the setup instructions included
with MetaMask and backup your recovery phrase somewhere extremely secure. Your
recovery phase controls all the funds you have in MetaMask. Never share it with anyone
or enter it into any websites. KarineDAO will never ask or prompt you for this
information.

2. Getting Ethereum
You can get ETH from Centralized Exchanges or Decentralized Exchanges and transfer
it to your own private wallet - Metamask.

3. Mint Karines
The NFT’s on the KarineDAO sell on a schedule. Buyers have to be invited on Whitelist to
be able to mint in Tier 1 & 2. Public buyers can wait until the Public phase starts for
minting. Buyers don’t know which unique NFT they will get until shortly after the
Revelation Date.
Buyers can get access to whitelist by participating in campaigns on our socials
(Instagram, Linkedin), or to join our contest on Discord.
The minting schedule & fee on KarineDAO as follow:

First, connect your wallet and choose “Mint Now” from the Homepage.

Then, in the purchase screen, select the number of NFTs you’d like to mint and click
“Mint”. MetaMask will prompt you to confirm the funds transfer required for the minting
process based on the number of NFTs you’ve selected to mint, plus gas fees. Ensure the
total amount in MetaMask looks correct and then click “Confirm”. The ETH funds will be
deducted from your wallet and your newly minted NFTs will be transferred to your
address. You can view your NFTs on your wallet storefront on KarineDAO website.

4. Swap your NFT
After the Revelation Date, Buyers will know which Karines thay have minted. For Mosaic
Karine which have only the default utilities, Buyers can exchange for a chance to attain a
coveted Pink or Turquoise border Karine. NFT holders can swap any 2 of their mosaics
in exchange for either a Pink Border or Turquoise Border NFT on the website.
Keep in mind that your swapped Mosaics will be transferred out of your wallet, and
Buyers have to pay gas fee for swapping.
You can see the list of Karines tiers with its utilities on our Whitepaper (English version l
Chinese version).

